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Population education has commended itself to many countries

as a worthwhile curriculum innovation in the light of the problems

of population growth and distribution that confront them. University

Faculties/Colleges of Education, with their special capacities for.

assisting in the development of an interdisciplinary curriculum

content, ia the training of educational personnel, in organizing

extension services, and in undertaking research and evaluation have

a significant contribution to make towards waking population edu-

cation a success.

The Regional Meeting of Experts on the Role of University

Faculties/Colleges of Education in Population Education organized

by the Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia and held at

Bangkok from 7 to 12 January 1974, addressed itself to the task of

exploring the ways in which University Faculties/Colleges of Edu-

cation could serve the needs of the Member States in the promotion

of population education.
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PART 1 : ORGANIZATION AND SCOPE

The Experts' Meeting on the Role of University Faculties/Colleges

of Education in Population Education was held in Bangkok from 7 January to
12 January 1974 and was organized by the Unesco Regional Office for Education
in Asia..

Objectives

The objectives of the Meeting were:

1. To examine the role that University Faculties/Colleges of
Education could play in the inclusion of population education

a) at the school level;

b) at the university level, including professional courses;

c) in out-of-school programmes;

d) in research activities in the furtherance of population
education programmes.

2. To formulate guidelines relating to the participation of
University Faculties/Colleges of Education in the following
areas:

a) Determining the knowledge base for population education
in the context of each country and carrying out studies/
research to fill lacunae;

b) Undertaking pedagogical studies on the placement of
concepts/topics at different grade levels and on
alternative strategies for introducing population
education;

c) Preparing basic source materials for curriculum development;

d) Developing a methodology and instruments for assessing
the effectiveness of population education programmes;

e) Undertaking pre-service and in-service courses for the
preparation of teachers for population education.

Participation and Documentation

The Meeting brought together one participant each from Bangladesh,
India, Indonesia, Japan, Republic of Korea, Malaysia, Philippines and Sri
Lanka, three participants from Thailand, and four invitees from outside the
Asian region. The participants consisted by and large of Deans and senior
academic personnel from University Faculties or Colleges of Education.

I)
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Each country participant was requested to prepare in advance a

Working Document concerning the experience of the country in the development

of population education, and the role of University Faculties/Colleges of

EducatioNin that development.

The Work of the Meeting

After the opening address, which was delivered by Prof. J.E. Jayasuriya

(Regional Adviser on Population Education) in the absence of the Director,

Dr. Prachoomsuk Achava-Amrung (Thailand) was elected as Chairman of the

Meeting. Dr. M.B. Buch (India) and Professor Ki Hyoung Oh (Republic of Korea)

were elected as Vice-Chairmen, and Dr. Fatimah Hamid-Don (Malaysia) and

Dr. Ranjit Ruberu (Sri Lanka) were elected Rapporteurs of the Meeting.

The work of the Meeting was guided by a Steering Committee consisting

of the Chairman, Vice-Chairmen and the Rapporteurs, with the assistance of

the Secretariat.

The first day was devoted to brief presentations by participants

setting out the nature and status of population education programmes in their

respective countries. The next three days were devoted to discussions on the

following topics:

- The role of University Faculties/Colleges of Education in the

inclusion of population education at the school level.

- The inclusion of population education in university curricula,

for non-professional courses as well as for professional courses

other than teacher education.

- The role of University Faculties/Colleges of Education in

undertaking researches and studies with reference to:

(a) the knowledge base for population education; (b) the placement

of concepts/topics at different grade levels; and (c) alternative

strategies for introducing population education.

- The role of University Faculties/Colleges of Education in

undertaking pre-service and in-service courses for the preparation

of teachers for population education.

- Involvement of University Faculties/Colleges of Education in

out-of-school programmes in population education.

The fifth day was devoted to synthesizing the deliberations thathad

taken place so far and to formulating guidelines and recommendations concerning

the role of the University Faculties/Colleges of Education in the areas

enumerated above. On the sixth and final day, the Meeting adopted the present

Report and recommended that it be brought to the attention of the. universities

and the governments of the Member States of the Asian region.
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FART 2 : INTRODUCTION

More than ninety per cent of the peoples of the Asian region belong
to nations which are greatly concerned about the demographic changes takingplace in them. Rapid population growth, arising from a declining mortality
while fertility has remained high, has been found to act as a severe constraint
on socio-economic development and on the improvement of the quality of liteof the people. The concentration of population in several primate citieshas brought in its wake a host of social and economic problems., The demo-
graphic prospect for the immediate future carries with it the potential for
an accentuation of the problems of growth and distribution, as the record
numbers of children and youth born during the last fifteen years enter the
reproductive age range.

The first response of the countries concerned was to undertake popu-
lation programmes which have generally focussed on family planning and
delivery services to adults in the child-bearing ages. The limited success
achieved by such programmes has led to a vigorous search for supporting
activities that would encourage the wide acceptance of the ideal of a smallsized family. There is now increasing recognition that the current levelsof birth rates persist because of the continuance of traditional values
relating to reproduction, and that the central factor underlying high ferti-lity may be the unquestioning acceptance of a whole complex of traditional
assumptions rather than lack of knowledge. Within this context, population
education has commended itself as a possible response from the educationalsystem towards promoting among youth and adults the capacity to acquire aninsight into the consequences, both at the micro-level of the family and at
the macro-level of the community, of factors such as family size, population
growth and distribution.

It is expected that the acquisition of such an insight would succeed
in providing youth and adults with a sound cognitive and attitudinal basis
that would contribute to rational decision-making, as individuals and as
members of society, when occasions for such decisions arise. Several Asiancountries have embarked on national programmes of population education, and
several others are drawing up plans to do so.

Any curriculum innovation has its share of developmental problems,
and population education is too exception. It is by the combined efforts of
educators at all levels that solutions- to such problems may be sought.
Society expects from universities a threefold function, namely, research,
teaching and services lying within the special competence of universities.
The state of the art in relation to population education is such that everyone of these functions has a relevance for the promotion of population educa-tion. The interdisciplinary nature of population education calls essentially
for the involvement of the entire resources of the university, but in as muchas it is the responsibility of University Faculties/Colleges of Education toundertake research, teaching and services with special reference to the needs
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of the educational system, comprising the primary, secondary and tertiary
levels, it behoves University Faculties/Colleges of Education to play a
leadership and co-ordinating role in enlisting for the development of
population education the expertise that exists within the different
Faculties or Colleges constituting the university.

It is hoped that the participation of Deans and other high level
academic personnel from University Faculties/Colleges of Education of a
number of countries at this Meeting, aLd the guidelines and recommendations
that have been formulated would go a long way towards providing a setting
for the strengthening of population education both as a respected academic
discipline and as a much needed educational activity.
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PART 3 : NATURE AND STATUS OF POPULATION EACATION PROGRAMMES
IN SELECTED COUNTRIES

The nature and status of population education programmes in selected
countries of the Asian region provides a meaningful context within which therole of University Faculties/Colleges of Education in population educationcould be discussed. With this end in view, the participants made brief
presentations regarding the salient points in population education programmesin their respective countries.

3.1 BANGLADESH

Population education is a comparatively new concept in Bangladesh and
an elaborately defined plan of action to introduce population education inschools, colleges and other institutions within the formal system of.edacation
is yet to emerge. Nevertheless the recognition of the need for population
education and an interest in it are very much in evidence. In the First Five
Year Plan (1973-1978) it has been clearly stated that the "Ministry of Educa-tion will introduce population education in the curricula of educational

.

institutions at all levels and in the programme of adult-education". In the
meantime, in line with the population planning programme accepted in the Five
Year Plan, a number of project areas directly related to population education
have been identified by the Ministry of Education and other Ministries. Someof these project proposals are: curriculum development for schod/S'and colleges;training of teachersin population education; national and mobile seminar on
population education; mobile population education programme team; population
education through mothers' clubs; population education to workers in organized
sector; and use of radio listening for population information and education.
The above projects are at the initial stage. At the university level theInstitute of Education and Research, Dacca University, is undertaking a two-
year research project with the following purposes: (a) development of popu-
lation education materials for students and teachers of classes VI through
VIII; (b) testing the materials in actual classroom situations in a selected
area; (c) evaluation of materials and other aspects of the programme; and(d) consolidation and analysis of the findings in the form of a published
report mainly addressed to decision makers and educators.

As far as population education is concerned, Bangladesh is admittedlyat the beginning stage, but the indications are that many activities inboth the formal and non-formal systems are going to occur in the coming years.The readiness point has now been reacheds

3.2 INDIA 1

A mtional seminar sponsored by the NCERT (National Council of Educa-
tional Re.....,arch and Training) in 1969 signalled the beginning of population
education efforts in India. Other conferences were-immediately generated:
a series of publications and curricula were developed& Several states,
Haryana and Madhya Pradesh, for example, have introduced population education
into the middle levels of school.

1/ Based on the Working Paper, Preparing Teachers for Population Education,
by Prof. M.B. Buch, Head, Department of Education, Faculty of Education
and Psychology, M.S. University of Baroda, Baroda, India.
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The overall objective of the population education programme is to

enable students to understand that family size is controllable and that
population limitation can facilitate the development of a higher quality of
life in the nation and that small family size can 99ntribute materially to

the quality of living for the individual family". =I

The Population Education Cell of NCERT, in 1971, proposed a draft
syllabus of population education for all years of school uith the following
major areas: (i) population growth; (ii) economic development and population;
(iii) social development and population; (iv) health, nutrition and popu-

lation; and (v) biological factors, family life and population. Some instruc-

tional materials have been prepared at the NCERT and the M.S. University of
Baroda, among others. The NCERT and certain universities have also conducted
many workshops, organised regional conferences and training sessions for
teachers, teacher educators, principals and directors of State Institutes of

Education.

At the university level, the Faculty of Education and Psychology,
M.S. University of Baroda, has a Bachelor level programme in population
education and a programme of basic research in population education.

3.3 INDONESIA

Population education activities were initiated in 1970 by the Binistry
of Education and Culture with the sponsorship of the National Family Planning
Co-ordinating.Board, which is responsible not only for family planning acti-
vities in the country but also for population programmes. Although population
education is an educational programme carried out by the Ministry of Education
and Culture, it is administered by the NFPCB as part of the National Family

Planning Programme.

For five years as from 1973, population education programmes, carried
out by the National Population Education Project of the Ministry of Education
and Culture, would be funded by a Population Project, jointly financed by the
IBRD-IDA with the UNFPA and the Government of Indonesia. In this Population

Project consisting of 9 sub-components, the sub-component Population Education
provides for advisory services; fellowships for foreignlas well as local,
training of special categories of personnel for population education activities;
training of teachers through It selected Institutes for Teacher Training and
Education for the implementation of population education in the Junior High
School (grade 2), the Senior High School (grade 2), and also for the out-of-
school educational activities; development and production of material for
implementation of the programme at above mentioned levels; sub- contracts for
selected Institutes for Teacher Training and Education to carry out various
activities that may serve specific needs of the population education programme.

1 The National Seminar on Population Education (held at Bombay), NCERT, 1969.
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The programme in Indonesia, as indicated, will also develop population
education in the out-of-school sector, in the sense that only curriculummaterial and teacher guides are to be developed and produced, and coreteachers will be trained, while the further development in a specific out-of-
school educational setting is to become the responsibility of the leadershipin the setting concerned. This strategy is followed on account of the limitednumber of resource personnel in the National Population Education Project.

3.4 JAPAN 1/

The term "population education" has not come into wide use in Japan,
but population concepts appear in numerous places in the curriculum. TheCourse of Study issued by the Ministry of Education is the basis of allcurricula and textbooks. It incorporates population information and conceptsat various levels in many subjects: social studies, science, homemaking,moral education, geography, civics, biology and health education, etc. Thispopulation-related emphasis in the Japanese educational system is, in part,a response to environmental issues. Because of this, the concepts appearingin curricula are concerned particularly with population issues in relationto resources, pollution, and the national and world environment.

A Population Reader, which may be helpful for pre-service and in-serviceteacher training, will be published this year by the Japanese Family PlanningAssociation.

3.5 REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Population education activities in the Republic of Korea have beenpioneered by the Central Education Research Institute (CERI). In 1970, CERIundertook a project with two main components: an analysis of elementary and
secondary school textbooks to determine the extent of their population content;and a survey of the level of knowledge of teachers and students on populationissues. These projects were followed in 1971 by a second project, which wenton to develop prototype instructional units for inclusion in the Social Studiescurriculum for grades 5, 9 and 10. Finally, in 1973, with funds provided bythe UNFPA, CERI prepared a detailed statement of scope and content for theinclusion of population education in grades 1, 2 and 3. At the college anduniversity level, attempts have been made through seminars and workshops onpopulation studies to promote and strengthen co-operation among institutionsof higher education since 1972.

With the assistance of Unesco, the Ministry of Education has prepareda Master Plan for population education, and funds for implementation are beingsought from the UNFPA. The Master Plan envisages the following activities:curriculum and materials development for the introduction of population

1/ Adapted from the Working Paper, Population Education Programme at theElementary and Lower Secondary School Level in Japan, by Prof. R. Asakura,Profetsor', Faculty of Education, Utsunomiya University, Utsunomiya, Japan.
2/ Adapted from the Working Paper, Population Education in Korea, by

Prof. Ki-Hyoung Oh, Director, Institute of Education Research, YonseiUniversity, Seoul, Republic of Korea.
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education into elementary schools and secondary schools; orientation courses
for principals, vice-principals and supervisors; training of elementary and
secondary teachers through in-service courses; the inclusion of population

education in college programmes; research; and evaluation. While an institu-

tion identified by the Ministry of Education would undertake curriculum and
materials development, universities and teachers colleges will be involved

in the provision of orientation and training courses. The training grants

that are to be provided to universities and teachers colleges for undertaking
orientation and in-service training courses are expected to help them insti-
tutionalize population education by introducing it into their normal pre -

service courses of teacher education. The research programme will be under-
taken by one or more institutes or universities, and evaluation will be
'undertaken by the institutions responsible for programme development as well

as by the Ministry.

3.6 MALAYSIA
1/

The first activity in population education in Malaysia took the form
of two national population education workshops held in 1971 and 1972; The
first of these set the following general objectives for population education
in schools:

1. To assist pupils to acquire knowledge of:

a) basic demographic concepts;

b) determinants and consequences of population growth;

c) human reproduction processes;

d) population policies;

e) the character of population situations at micro- and

macro-levels.

2. To develop rational and more responsible attitudes and behaviour
towards family size and national population programmes.

The consensus at both workshops was that population education should
be an integrated programme taught through existing subjects.

Presently the Curriculum Development Centre of the Ministry of Education
is a focal point of activity having population education as one of its curri-
culum projects. It is engaged in the preparation of teacher and pupil mater-
ials, organization of a training programme for population education 'trainers'
and subsequent teacher orientation programmes scheduled for 197 -1976. On an

experimental basis, a number of sample teacher and pupil materials have been
produced.

1/ Adapted from the Working Paper, Population Education - A Malaysian Report,
by Dr. Fatimah Hamid-Don, Faculty of Education, University of MA1aya,

Malaysia.
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Those at the teacher training level have emphasized that population
education should foster rational thinking among teacher trainees without
presenting an unbalanced view of population growth. It has been recommended
that; at this level, population concepts be integrated at relevant points
into existing teacher training programmes and practice teaching.

-

At the university level, staff will be involved in the training programme
of the Curriculum Development Centre and the teacher orientation programmes.

Research in population education, is being planned to deal with secon-
dary school curricula, children's acquisition of population concepts and the
value systems of various Malaysian communities.

3.7 PHILIPPINES 1

Early activities in population education in the Philippines date back
to 1970 and consisted of:-

1. Resource materials and curriculum guides in science, health,
social studies and home economics brought out by the Adult"
and CommunityEducation Division of the Bureau of Public
Schools;

2. Curriculum materials on population awareness,. reproduction
education and faniqy education for grade 6 and fourth year
high school brought out by the Philippine Women's University,
and for all grade levels by the Philippine Wesleyan College.
These materials are used as inputs into the Population
Education Programme of the Department of Education and Culture;

3. A ptiblicationefitifled Population Education Curriculum Guide
for Higher Education biought out under the joint sponsorship
of the Family Planning'Organization of the Philippines and
the College of Home Wonomics of the University of the
Philippines, in order to encourage colleges and universities
to integrate population education into their curricula;

4. A course for teacher educators from the Asian region at the
Asian Institute for Teacher Education of the University of the
Philippines; and, as a later development, the preparation and
field trial of a population education course for students
enrolled in general education or foundation programmes in
colleges and universities.

In 1972 the Population Education Programme was established under the
Department of Education and Culture to undertake population education activi-
ties on a nationwide basis. The project, funded by the UNFPA and executed

1/ Adapted from the Working Paper, Population Education in the Philippines,
by Dr. Paz G. Ramos, Dean, College of Education, University of the
Philippines, Quezon City, Philippines.
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by Unesco, aims at introducing population education at all grade levels in

elementary and high schools and in teacher education. A content analysis

of current elementary and secondary textbooks was undertaken, and there-

after instructional materials and teaching guides have been prepared. The

materials are undergoing extensive field trials with a view to revision.

In-service education is being provided for a large number of elementary
and high school teachers through the use of supervisory training teams

which have first been trained. For teacher training institutions, two

types of materials are being planned: materials for an elective course in

population education; and population related materials for inclusion in

existing subject areas. A research programme is being undertaken and every

phase of the project is being evaluated.

Among other institutions of higher learning, the various colleges
of the University of the Philippines specifically the Population Institute,
Institute of Mass Communication, Departments of Anthropology and Society,
College of Arts and Science, Institute of Public Health, College of Educa-

tion, College of Medicine, Statistical Centre, College of Nursing, College
of Home Economics and others, have integrated population education in their
respective academic programme and/or have carried out researches on some

aspects of population issues. This is pursuant to General Order No. 16

signed by the President of the Philippines last December 1972, enjoining
all universities, colleges and schools together with other government and
private agencies and organizations of all creeds, business and industrial

enterprises to promote the concept of family welfare.

3.8 SRI LANKA 1/

The major activity in the field of population education at the school
level is the programme initiated by the Ministry of Education in 1973, funded

by the UNFPA and with Unesco as the executing agency. The purpose of this

programme is to provide youth with a knowledge and understanding of the

impact of population growth and distribution on development in order to pro-

mote among them rational decision making in regard to issues bearing on family

size and other population factors. Population education concepts will be

introduced to students in grades 6, 7 and 8 thcough mathematics, languages,

science, social studies, and health and physical education. Orientation

courses will be provided for principals, and teachers will be trained through

in-service courses. Arrangements will also be made to introduce population

education through courses provided at teachers colleges. Evaluation will

be continuous, and the programme will have a research base to support it.

1 Adapted from the Working Paper, Population Education in Sri Lanka, by

Dr. T. Ranjit Ruberu, Dean, Faculty of Education, University of Sri Lanka,

Colombo Campus, Colombo, Sri Lanka.
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A project at the University of Sri Lanka, also funded by the UNFPA andexecuted by Unesco, will have three components,
namely: teaching human repro-duction, family planning and population dynamics in medical schools at theundergraduate level; post-graduate training programmes in community/familyhealth with an emphasis on maternal and child health, and family planning;and demographic training and research.

Population education will also be introduced into workers' educationthrough a programme funded by the UNFPA and executed by ILO.

3.9 THAILAND 1

Population education activities in Thailand may be regarded as havingcommenced in 1971 with a seminar and a workshop organized by the NationalEconomic and Social Development Board. One of the outcomes of the workshopwas a draft syllabus in population education. Several organizations havesince then been actively engaged in projects. Within the Ministry of Educationthe major activities are: the Functional Literacy Programme, emphasizingvery practical concepts of health, family life education and agriculturaldevelopment within functional literacy for adults; a post-literacy adulteducation project based on needs of the community and
incorporating popu-lation concepts; a feasibility study on population education to gatherbaseline data for curriculum development. The major projects at the univer-sity level are: a research and training programme for population educationat Mahidol University, funded by the UNFPA with Unesco as the executing

agency; a research and training programme for population education atCh'ulalongkorn University; and a population awareness programme initiallyfocussing on home economics (College of Education). In addition, severalorganizations and the Bangkok Metropolis are actively engaged in populationeducation.

In so far as curriculum development is concerned, pilot studies arebeing carried out as a part of the Functional
Literacy Programme, and in aproject undertaken by the Teacher Training Department and the Department ofEducational Techniques within the Ministry of Education.

1/ Adapted from the Working Paper, Population Education in Thailand, byDr. Yupha Udomsakdi, Director, Population Education Project, MahidolUniversity, Bangkok, Thailand.
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PART 4 : THE ROLE OF UNIVERSITY FACULTIES COLLEGES OF EDUCATION IN

POPULATION EDUCATION

The Working Documents presented by participants on the nature and
status of population education programmes in their respective countries
showed the conviction among governments and educators in the Asian region
that population education should become an integral3tart of their educa-
tional programmes. It was noted that some countries are clearly more advanced
than the others in the steps they have taken so far to introduce population
education.

The Meeting provided an opportunity for a consideration of the
pivotal role that University Faculties/Colleges of Education might play.
in relation to the development of programmes of population education. For
convenience of discussion, five different facets of this role were distin-
guished, namely:

- The role of University Faculties/Colleges of Education in the
inclusion of population education at the school level;

- The role of University Faculties/Colleges of Education in the
inclusion of populp4on education in university curricula, for
non-professional courses as well as for professional courses
other than teacher education;

. . .

- The role of University Faculties/Colleges of Education in under-
taking researches.iand studies with reference to: (a) the know-
ledge baseffor population education, (b) the placement of
concepts/topios.at different grade levels, and (c) alternative
strategies for introducing.population education;

- The role of University Faculties/Colleges of Education in under-
taking personnel training for population education;

- The role of University Faculties/Colleges of Education in.out-
of-school programmes in population education.

4.1 The role of University Faculties/Colleges of Education in the inclusion
of population education at the school level

In regard to programmes of population education at the school level,
the Meeting felt that University Faculties/Colleges of Education are in a
unique position. On account of.its interdisciplinary content, population
education_ is clearly an area of activity for the development of which the
multi-disciplinary academic community of the university could make a useful
contribution, And, within the university itself, Faculties/Colleges of
Education are distinguished by the fact that they have an intimate connec-
tion with what goes on in the schools by virtue of the functions they dis-
charge in relation to school education, and being an integral part of the
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multi-disciplinary academic community that constituted the university they

are able to draw on its pool of expertise.

In practice, however, the unique role of University Faculties/

Colleges of Education has to be interpreted within the context of the

educational system of each country. It has to be recognised that in

almost every Asian country, the Ministry of Education has the responsi-

bility for the implementation of programmes of education at the school

level. The role of a Faculty/College of Education has consequently to

be defined in terms which are fully complementary to this location of

responsibility. It may involve assuming leadership or assisting in certain

activities on the initiative of the Ministry of Education or it may

involve undertaking certain tasks, on the initiative of the Faculty/College

of Education itself, supportive of the population education programmes of the

Ministry and recognized as such by the Ministry. Activities may also be

undertaken which do not require the initial approval or recognition of the

Ministry but which are designed to be supportive of the promotion of popu-

lation education.

Within this broad perspective of the role of a University Faculty/

College of Education in relation to programmes of population education at

the school level, the Meeting went on to consider certain specific tasks

to which a University Faculty/College of Education may address itself:

Clarification of conceptual issues

Population education is replete with conceptual issues requiring

clarification within the educational and socio-cultural context of each

country. There are problems of definition with which scholars have to

grapple. An equally important problem is that of goals and objectives.

Are they basically cognitive or do they have an affective component in

them? Is it only the acquisition of knowledge that is envisaged as a goal

or is a commitment to behaviour and action also expected? While the

resolution of such issues is not the prerogative of a University Faculty/

College of Education, the Meeting felt that a University Faculty/College

of Education is in a position to promote within itself and among others

the dialogue necessary for the clarification of basic conceptual issues

that were a prerequisite for sound, rogramme development.

Leadership in an innovative activity

Curriculum innovation comes in the first instance from the per-

ception by a small number of persons of the desirability of introducing a

new field of study, a clarification of conceptual issues arising in con-

nection with it, and a promotional campaign to encourage its wide diffu-

sion. While no high pressure salesmanship is intended, the recognition that

population education is a legitimate response of the educational system in the

face of certain pervasive social problems carries with it the responsibility
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to canvass for its wide acceptance. In many countries, population questions
are a specially sensitive area on account of the multi-ethnic, multi-
religious composition of the peoples of these countries! a situation which
predisposes the constituent groups to think in terms of the strength lyingin numbers. An academic community that cuts across ethnic and religious
divisions and has intellectual rectitude behind it is in a position to work
for the legitimisation of population education as a desirable educational
activity. Genuine reservations which may be felt by decision makers,
religious leaders and the community at large can be resolved only by bring-
ing them to the surface at meetings, discussion groups, seminars, etc. andin this connection a broad base of intellectual support would carry with it
much persuasive force.

Action research

Any University Faculty/College of Education which has access to one
or more schools is in a position to undertake a pilot project for curriculum
and instructional materials development. The use of alternative instruct-
ional strategies and other appropriate components of action research could
be built into the project, supported by a programme of formative and summa-
tive evaluation. In spite of modest beginnings, such projects could well
pave the way for wider diffusion even on a nation-wide scale as confidence
is gained in the materials and strategies developed. In this connection,
the Meeting made the important point that pilot projects carried out by
University Faculties/Colleges of Education should be capable of replication,
and should not involve unusually high financial and other inputs by
national standards. Over and above pilot projects, action research rele-
vant to the development of programmes of population education may also be
initiated by University Faculties/Colleges of Education using such facili-
ties of the school system as are made available to them.

Development of resource and training materials

The Meeting was of the view that Faculties /Colleges of Education
haveanimportant role to play in undertaking activities supportive of
school programmes in population education, even though such programmes
may not have been initiated by the Faculties/Colleges of Education them-
selves. They could develop ancillary materials which teachers could use
in a variety of ways to enrich their presentation of curriculum content,
whatever the instructional strategy employed. Another useful task for
University Faculties/Colleges of Education is to develop training materials
for teacher educators to be used in the teacher training colleges. Self-
instructional materials for pupils, teachers and teacher educators were
suggested in this connection.
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Personnel training

The Meeting recognised the need for the training of personnel to
organise and implement programmes of population education at the school

level. University Faculties/Colleges of Education had a key role to play

in this regard, and it was noted that there would be a full discussion of

this issue as a separate agenda item (see pages 23-25 ).

Extension services

In regard to extension services, it was pointed out that the partici-

pation of universities in extension services would largely depend on the
organisational arrangements that were already in operation for the purpose.

Where extension services were feasible, University Faculties/Colleges of
Education, serving as agents of change, should encourage the diffusion of
population education by such means as making materials, especially those
based on sound research, available to teachers and schools. Communication

media such as the radio should also be putto maximum use. Movements such

as "The Open University" and "The university goes to the people" were

suggested as a departure from the concept of teaching and research within
the confines of the universities own campus, and as a means for the rapid
promotion of population education as a desirable educational innovation.

Advisory and consultant services

The Meeting recognised that personnel from University Faculties/

polleges of Education are often called upon by Ministries of Education and
other government agencies to serve in advisory and consultant capacities.
Through this means, whatever expertise the staff members of University
Faculties/Schools of Education have in population education would permeate

national population education programmes. On their own initiative, too,

University Faculties/Colleges of Education could undertake a critical but
constructive study (or an evaluation) of what is taking place in programmes
of population education, and the findings of such studies could be conveyed

to Ministriet of Education. Concomitant educational changes that are

necessary for the promotion of population education in schools could also

be suggested to Ministries of Education. A case in point discussed by the
Meeting wathe need to restructure the existing system of examinations if

such studies as population education were to gain wide acceptance.

Gvneral.

The Meeting emphasized the fact that limitations oftime did not

permit it to make a more exhaustive consideration of the role which

University Faculties/Colleges of Education could play in the inclusion of

population education at the school level. In any case, it was a task for each

University Faculty/College of Education to work out its own role in the
educational and socio-cultural context of each country, and it was hoped

that every University Faculty/College of Education'would address itself to

this task.
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4.2 The role of University Faculties/Colleges of Education in the inclusion
of population education in university curricula, for non-professional
courses as well as for professional courses other than teacher education

The Meeting considered three aspects relating to the inclusion of
population education in university curricula: the place of population
education in the university; the goals and objectives of population education
at the university level; and strategies for the inclusion of population
education at the university level.

A general question which came up at the outset was whether there is
a need for population education at the university if students had already
had such courses at the school level. It was felt that this was more an
issue for the future than for the present, and that in any event a field
of study at the university level would have a greater depth and width than
when it is handled at the school level.

The place of population education in the university

It was recognized.that even at present some college*studente take
courses that have population content in them. Their focus, however, was
somewhat different from what is intended in the current movement for the
introduction of population education. The Meeting agreed that every college
student should be exposed to a programme of study that would help him acquire
an insight into the quality of life repercussions for the individual and the
community of population phenomena, including family sizes hopefully with a
view to promoting responsible decision making and a commitment to t3haviour.
Such a programme of study would have as its knowledge base a synthesis of
concepts drawn from several disciplines such as demography, sociology,
anthropology, psychology, economics, medical science, physical and biological
sciences, mathematics, etc. In so'far as the school level is concerned, there
is general agreement for the use of the term."population education". to indi-
cate a formulation drawn from this knowledge base. Several participants
were of opinion that there might be difficulties in the use of the term
"population education" at the college level. The general body of students
might not be interested in a course designated as such. Academic disciplines
which have already included population elements in their courses may not
take kindly to the idea of introducing such a course. For these reasons,
the Meeting felt that the particular nomenclature used at the college level
be left open to each college. It might be called population studies, popu-
lation issues or population problems but its focus should essentially be
on the promotion of an insight into the quality of life repercussions for
the individual and the community. (The continued use of the term "population
education" in what follows is for purposes of convenience). It was noted
that the particular content of the population education programme in each
university would in part reflect the national, educational and development
goals of each country and in part be specific to each university by virtue
of the problem- centred quality of the knowledge base.

A41
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The Meeting identified a few possible ways in which population
education might be integrated at the college level. For example, population

education could be:

a) a part of a general education course for all first or second

year students;

b) incorporated into "foundation" courses being offered by some

institutions;

c) included through specialized topics in certain relevant
programmes such as psychology, sociology, economics,

geography, etc.;

d) incorporated at appropriate points in professional courses
in such fields as medicine, nursing, agriculture, social

work and home economics.

The academic structures of institutions of higher education in Asia varied

extensively. Although the consensus was that population issues should, for

maximum effect, be integrated into general and specialized curricula, this

structural variety meant that each institution should incorporate population

education programmes at levels relevant to its own academic structure. This

decision is also, in large part, dependent on the objectives of the population

education programme.

The oals and ob ectives of ulation education at the universit level

Several possible objectives for population education programmes at
the university level were formulated: developing population awareness;
strengthening the capacity of the students, within their area of professional

expertise,to deal with population issues; creating positive, problem -solving

attitudes concerning population issues among students; giving training in

processes for bringing about attitude changes in others. It was noted that

since university students are, in large part, future leaders, it is important

that their experiences in population education telp them to become more

effective leaders.

The goals and objectives of population education programmes at this

level seemed to lie in two overlapping groups: those related to developing

a general population awareness and those related to developing specific

professional expertise in dealing with population problems. Two issues

appeared to be involved. The first deals with the question whether a cannon
content should be introduced to all undergraduate university students in, for

example, a general or foundation course or whether population education should

be introduced largely through the specialised curricula of upper years. Related

to this, the question was then raised as to-whether the goal of a programme
should be to develop a general sense of awareness or a sense of deeper commit-

ment to action among students.
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On the issue of instituting general population awareness programmes
versus integrating population related topics within specialised curricula,
it was noted that there are different le,,els of sophistication in popUlation
awareness. Presumably what is appropriate for the secondary school would
not be so for the college or university. If university students are the
future national leadership group then population awareness should have a
more profound meaning relating populatioh to economics, engineering, social
welfare, employment, agriculture, etc. In this sense, it was pointed out
that population awareness could'be a useful area of study for all university
students. In summe.ry, the consensus of the Meeting was that a basic awareness
of population issues should be a minimum goal for population education
programmes while they ultimately aimed at generatin.a commitment to popu-
lation problems at both the, personal and professional level.

Strategies for the inclusion of population education .at the university level

The Meeting recognised that population education constitutes an
interdisciplinary field of study and that by interdisci was meant a
great deal more than the juxtaposition of courses from a number of disciplines.
To be truly interdisciplinary, a study has to reflect the synthesizing of
concepts in a manner that cut across the boundaries of individual disciplines.
Ideally, the expertise of many areas within the university has to be brought
together in a co-ordinated and integrated exercise. This naturally means
collaborative effort on the part of faculty members from several disciplines.
Possible processes by which such co-ordination can be stimulated include:

a) The meeting of faculty members from various disciplines to
present concepts from each of their disciplines that relate
to the causes and consequences of population change;

b) Joint research and joint papers dealing with issues bearing
on population phenomena;

c) Sharing of the teaching of a course on population issues by
members from different disciplines with inputs from their
respective fields.

In this context, the Faculty or College of Education may be able to act as
a catalyst to encourage such co-operation, taking a leading role in stimulating
others. It was noted that in order to do this, it is naturally essential
that the Faculties and Colleges of Education themselves must be committed .

and appropriately prepared for their tasks.
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4.3 The role of University Faculties/Colleges of Education in undertaking
researches and studies with reference to: (a) the knowledge base for
population educatibru (b) the placement of concepts/topics at different
grads levels; and (C) alternative strategies for introducing population
education

Population education is a relatively new field of inquiry. The nature
of this inquiry has to vary from country to country, and since the problems
facing countries varied from one country to another, issues relating to
research have also to vary accordingly.

Two assumptions about the nature of population education were made
explicit as a basis for the examination of research issues: the process should
be non-coercive in character, and modification of citizen behaviour concerning
population related problems should be an expected outcome.

No country has ever reduced its birth rates until its people acquired
education and a relatively high standard of living. Yet population education
is expected to influence fertility behaviour in societies characterized by
low levels of education and material well being for the masses. A further
difficulty arises from the fact that population education is expected to
influence attitudes and behaviour in a context where reinforcing structural

changes have not yet occurred. Hence the task facing population educators
who define their objective in terms of fertility reduction is a formidable
one. It would involve working out a powerful strategy for educating youth
and adults in such a way as to have an unprecedented impact on their future
behaviour.

Research issues were discussed ,9-4,-.inst this background and the Meeting

identified five types of studies and rw,earch:

a) Conceptualization of social problems;

b) Behaviour modification;

c) Values and attitudes;

d) Processes of socialization;

e) Delivery systems.

The Meeting was interested in ascertaining whether any studies had
been carried out to determine the attitudes of students and the population at

large towards population education. Various countries presented statements
of the kinds of researches that have been carried out or are being carried out.
Thailand has carried out textbook and curriculum analysis, nationwide surveys
of teachers' needs at the primary and secondary levels, and also studies of
the awareness of students about population problems. In India, surveys have

been carried out in rural schools to assess students' and parents' awareness
of population issues, and textbooks have been analysed to find out the focal
points at which population awareness can be developed. Studies have been

conducted in the Philippines of the changing concept of family size and the
attitudes of students towards population problems. reference was also made
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to an anthropology project which trains students in methods of observing the
value systems of a given community in order to develop in them an awarenessand sensitivity about the effectiveness of various approaches and curricula
in population education.

From among the different types of studies identified above) the Meeting
focussed particular attention on the bearing of population education on theprocess of socialization. It was recognized that more study is needed to
identify the knowledge base for population education, if population education
was indeed more than the provision of knowledge and understanding. The quan-tum of knowledge necessary to have an impact on behaviour is itself an unknownvariable.

While it was noted that the traditional structure of the' educationalsystem in most countries of the Asian region might act as a constraint on theintroduction of population education, the Meeting felt that the very process
of introducing population' ducation would compel the traditional system toaccept change, provided that population education had the intellectual and
operational support of the university, most specially of its psychologists,sociologists and educators.

In discussing research strategy and methodology, the Meeting considered
that the first task is to bring about a feasibleco-ordination between differentdepartments within the university and Colleges of:Education. As populationeducation is interdisciplinary in content, it is imperative that all the
problems involved in the methodology, research and execution should be iden-
tified jointly by different

departments',Withifi.the university. It was further
recognized that a built-in approach to.teteardh.activity is difficult becauseof lack of funds and because supporting structures are not very evident.
Therefore, it is necessary for the Ilinistries of Education and University
Faculties to assess the resources and costing involied in research programmes.

Against this-background the Meeting set down certain guidelines for
research strategy in the following terms:

a) A priority order of problems needs to be identified and analysed;

b) Experts
representing,different departthents- should be fully involved

in the production of experimental designs and methodology fot
execution;

c) Research should basidally be built around' implementation; therefore
it is imperative thatteachers and administrators. be involved from
the initial stage of the Project;

d) Projects should be comprehensive with an appropriate research team
to carry out the study;

e) Areas of research should be identified in developmental phases;

f) The research strategy has to be in line with the government's
overall developmental plan.
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In summary, it may be stated that the following areas were identified
by the Meeting as research areas:

a) Knowledge base and baseline data;

b) Concept and content analysis;

c) Problem analysis;

d) The extent of retention of students in the formal educational
system;

e) Sequencing of content;

f) Services which can assess research that has already been conducted
in certain areas which are applicable to population education;

g) Research and compilation of on-going research in different
countries in the area of population education;

h) Study of the nature of resistance to population education in
the context of a given social system;

i) Investigations as to how children develop their ideas and
attitudes about family size and rural-urban migration; and how
children's perceptions of their population situation change as
they grow older;

j) Research related to restructuring an already crowded curriculum
by differentiating core curricula from electives;

*k) Research related to the general integration and internal coherence
of population education at all levels;

1) Research relating to the acceptance of curriculum innovation and
on the kinds of materials that can bring about innovative changes

effectively and economically.

Finally, the Meeting expressed the view CIA the role of the university
should be given adequate recognition in building up a national population
education programme. Suitable outcomes both of behaviour and substantive
knowledge should be identified in co-operation with universities which are
in a position to assist by undertaking instructional analysis, curriculum
studies and relevant empirical studies. The universities for their part

should show their competence to undertake leadership roles by their
readiness to make a high quality input into population education programmes.
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4.4 The role of University Faculties/Colleges of Education in undertaking
pre-service and in-service personnel training for population education

The Meeting was agreed at the outset that the role played by univer-
sities in training personnel is conditioned by the educational structure
of the country as well as by the type of population education programmes ineffect. Population programmes may vary in nature and magnitude yet, within
each, training is an essential component. Several Member States currently
have or are planning to have large-scale training programmes. The consensus
was that the university can be involved or assist in this training at many
different levels.

Concerning the nature of training, it was felt that training needs,
just as the population programmes in toto, would vary. In some cases training
might aim at improved or new teaching methodologies, or at the stimulation
of awareness concerning population issues, or at perfbrmance training or at
some combination of these. Given the large-scale nature of phpulation educa-
tion training in many Member States, the university could have a'legitiniate
.role to play in helping expand the scope of national prograMmes and in
assuring their quality. The quality of the programme will be the measure
of its efficacy; therefore, it was felt that the processes of training for
population education as an educational innovation could be aided by univer-
sity involvement in activities such as consultation, training materials

-production, in-service and pre-service instruction and community leadership.orientation.

A typology of training

Training refers to more than pre-service or in-service courses for
teachers. Those receiving training in population education may be differen-
tiated in a number of different ways. One such categorization, for example,
might distinguish those who will participate in more general population
awareness training from those who receive quite specialized training. The
Meeting selected the following typology to describe various groups within
the educational system participating in training for national population
education programmes:

Group Teaching Personnel: elementary, secondary,
adult education teachers

Group II Training Development Personnel: teacher trainers,
college and university personnel, specialists in
population' education at the district level

Group III Administrative Personnel: administrators, super-
visors, principals, adult education supervisors

Group IV Specialists and Leaders: materials. production
specialists, population education leaders at
the national level
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It should be noted that the training procedures appropriate for eadn
of these categories of personnel may vary. For example, the training for
administrative personnel might, under some circumstances, more aptly be
termed orientation, while that for university staff might be more academic
in orientation.

Within the context of these classifications, the Meeting discussed the
role of University Faculties/Colleges of Education in undertaking personnel
training for population education.

Group I : Teaching personnel

There were two views concerning the type of training appropriate for
this group. One was that, considering the great number of teachers to be
trained, workshops or courses based on a common content in population aware-
ness was most feasible. The other view held that, in the light of the key
position of classroom teachers in population education programmes, a common
curriculum coupled with in-depth methodological studies specific to elementary
teachers, secondary teachers or adult education teachers would be most effec-
tive. Decisions such as this, it was felt, are appropriate for the Ministry
of Education or agency leading population education in each nation and state.

In this regard, the Meeting unanimously concurred that universities
should co- operate closely with and follow those agencies, such as the Ministry
of Education, in charge of the population education programme. It was noted,
as one particular case, that responsibility for the pret-service education of
elementary teachers does not usually rest with the university.- In this
instance it was felt that universities would most appropriately provide
assistance by responding to the needs of that guiding agency.

The Meeting affirmed that where University Faculties/Colleges of
Education have responsibility for teacher training at in-service or pre
service levels, then they could provide training programmes.

Group II : Training development personnel

It was agreed that at the invitation of the administering agency or
Ministry the university can help train those who, in turn, train teachers.
This training might emphasize four areas: the knowledge base in population
education, methodologies of instruction, use of teaching materials and
strategies for implementing population education at the local level. The
University Faculty responsible for population specialization should co-ordinate
closely with the leading agency or Ministry to assure that university students
specializing in population will be able to fill the needs of that Ministry.
With respect to college personnel and University Faculty, a number of training
patterns were discussed including: general faculty seminars and courses in
population education, the use or population source books in training at the
tertiary level, group development of courses. It was emphasized that rele-
vant University Faculties must first have developed their own expertise in
population education before they could be helpful to other agencies.

l;b)
:j p..
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Group III : Administrative personnel

In some cases, it has been noted, the training of administrative
personnel might involve careful orientation to population education. Theparticipants observed that providing orientation for supervisors and
principals quite early in the development of population education builtinitial acceptance for the programme. University staff might, in co-ordinationwith the administering agency, help in this orientation. Universities shouldalso, on their own initiative, work to stimulate interest in populationeducation.

Group IV : Specialists and leaders,

Training at the highest levels, it was agreed, is a Ministry function.However, in so far as universities may help in this specialized training .and in so far as some of the leaders in population education may be univer-sity affiliated, the Faculties and Colleges of Education should be activelyinvolved at this level.

In many nations, commercial publishing houses and media specialistsare deeply involved in the preparation of textbooks and classroom materials.This group, often from the private sector, should not be overlooked andshould not have to gain knowledge of population education in incidentalways. The formal incorporation of this group in population educationprogrammes may facilitate the growth of the programmes. At this level,
universities often in close contact with these specialists may have animportant role to play.

4.5 The role of University Faculties/Colleges of Education in
out-of-school programmes in...population education

The objectives of an out-of-school programme is to reach thatsector of the youth who are not in the ibrmal system of education. Thereis a large number of out-of-school youth in varying numbers in the deve-loping countries. As a group they are not homogeneous. One group maynot have been to school at all, another may ha-re completed some years inschool, while still another may have campleteda given level of education.
Further, such groups may be divided in terms of urban and rural groups,
by sexes, and by their educational level.

Several questions were placed before the Meeting dealing with thekind of service the universities can render: the extent, if any, to which
an organizational structure is needed, the extent to which existing Depart-ments of Adult and Continuing Education could be utilized, the other agencieswith which the universities should co-operate, and the role of university
students and teachers.

It was unanimously recognized by the Meeting that the university hasa special role in a society, that its resources are limited, and that the
university cannot in any case be a substitute for a school.
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The participants enumerated various activities undertaken by their
governments dealing with adult education and rural development programmes
with a view to identifying a possible role for the university in the pro-
gramme. In Indonesia, the Department of Education dealing with out-of-
school education extends its activities to the field where other organi-
zations both governmental and nal-governmental already operate a
programme. The Government of India through its programme of community
development assists the rural farmers' clubs, youth clubs and women's
organizations. In the Philippines, various government organizations and
Departments are active in out-of-school programmes. One of the projects
in the Philippines consisted of a population awareness and sex education
programme under the Department of Health. It was directed to reach over
7,000 youth and adults, and was associated with the civic action programme
in the universities, where the graduate students were actively involved in
the planning and organization of the programme. In other words, the contri-
bution of the university can be valuable in supporting the already existing
governmental and non-governmental programmes.

The role of the university in out-of-school education

The role of the university can be classified into three broad cate-
gories, namely:

a) Direct action;

b) Indirect action;

c) Action through the students and teachers. ,

In the area of direct action, the universities can be involved through
their Departments of Adult and Continuing Education in undertaking population
education programmes on a small scale. For example, degrees in Education
could have a built-in system of field work, involving work in the rural
community in all aspects of health, education, economic and social development.
The universities can make specific efforts to create a method of integrating
formal and non-formal education for raising the quality of education and
saving on resources. It was noted that there i3 a dearth of information on
how to reach the out-of-school youth. The universities can make a valuable
contribution in initiating internship programme through pilot projects to
make experimental studies of the best method to reach adults and youth.
The Meeting was of the opinion that it was not the university's role to
carry out nationwide programmes, and that it should limit itself to conducting
pilot and experimental studies.

The Meeting noted that in the event of there not being a Department of
Adult Education in the university, it can support the population education
programme indirectly by providing extension services by working with the
community. The work carried out by a large number of voluntary organizations
can be supplemented by the university. In Thailand, for example, the family
planning programme is being assisted by the University Faculty, by serving
as consultants, trainers and researchers.
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The role of students

University students can be actively involved in organized community
services with the help of the faculty members. For example, in Korea, thestudents are active in several vacation campaigns with the support of thegovernment. However, the Meeting noted that such campaigns are not very
successful due to lack of intensive training, training guides and prototype
material, and a general lack of co-ordination with organizations alreadyinvolved in the programme.

There was a general agreement
among the participants on the role ofresearch in out-of-school education. The universities can initiate researches

that are pertinent, and undertakelong range research creating a pattern inwhich both formal and non-formal education could be integrated. The univer-sities can assist the government in formulating their policies and assume
initiative in advising the government on the issues and problems involved.

There are a large number of voluntary agencies which are doing piece-meal work. The universities can make a valuable contribution in helping them
to consolidate their work and evaluating their impact. Lastly, they can
assist the governments in developing amethodology for reaching this group.

4
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PART 5 : RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

The Meeting investigated in some depth the current and potential role
of University Faculties/Colleges of Education in the development of popu-

lation education in countries in which there exists significant concern in
the population growth and trends in population distribution including rural-

urban migration - a concern that is reflected in the national policies and

programmes on population education.- The Meeting noted first the vital role

of University Faculties as sources of new knowledge, creators of innovation

and agents of change; and, seconays'the special capacity of the universities

for training, research and evaluationvextension services and collection,

dissemination and assessment of information. The participants took into

account, throughout the sessions, the need'for University Faculties/Colleges

of Education to define their role in society within the social and cultural

context of their own country a?d locale.

The Meeting has, within this framework, presented certain suggestions

for the consideration of appropriate authorities in the Member States, their

University Faculties /Colleges of Education and the international organizations

with a concern in population education. These recommendations and suggestions

are hadever to be viewed in the particular context of the national policies

and programmes that have been adopted by individual Member States and their

university authorities. The recommendations are set out in five groups.

The first summarizes the recommendations derived from all sessions of the

Meeting; the second group relates to the inclusion of populatior, education

in university curricula; the third to University Faculties/Colleges of

Education in undertaking basic research and studies in population education;

the fourth to personnel training; and the last to involvement in out-of-

school programmes of population education.

5.1 General recommendations

The Meeting on "The Role of University Faculties/Colleges of Education

in Population Education" recommends that:

1. In relation to the implementation of the population education

programme, where such programme has been adopted by a Ministry

of Education, an important role for the University Faculties/

Colleges of Education lies in undertaking activities supportive

of school programmes in population education by:

a) serving in advisory and consultant capacities upon

request of the Ministries of Education;

b) developing ancillary materials which could be used

in a variety of ways to enrich the curriculum

content whatever the instructional strategy employed;

t A)
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c) collaborating with the.Ministry of Education programmes
on research and evaluation needed for population
education in schools;

d) assisting the Ministry of Education in the training
programme of its personnel;

e) undertaking pilot projects on population education
at the school level, fernible of replication, not
requiring a large budgetary outlay, taking into
consideration use of alternative educational strategies;

f) developing training materials on population education
to be used in different types of teacher education
institutions in co-operation with related Ministries;

g) conducting research on educational strategies/innovations
on population education for the schools;

h) developing programmes on population education for the
general education and pre-service levels.

2. In the development of their own programme and activities in
relation to the Ministry's programme in population education,
University Faculties/Colleges of Education seek for effective
ways to:

a) provide perspectives for programme development which will
lead to a consideration of basic issues and strategies,
e.g., as to whether it will be advisable to have a
population education. programme in elementary school;

b) make a critical, objective but constructive evaluation
study of on-going programmes in population education;

c) serve as agents of change in programmes and organizational
arrangements as, for example, the use of community-based
instruction to increase the impact of the university on
the lives of the people;

d) establish and maintain effective communication with
professional colleagues involved in population education
in their own and other countries;

e) help in promoting, in the university community, co-ordination
within the disciplines in order to evolve a co-ordinated
programme for population education in higher education;

f) develop a setting within each country for advanced studies
in population education as a special resource for the long
range development of the field.
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3. In the planning by government bodies for the development of
population education programmes as a phase of an overall
population policy, the governments seek to:

a) explicitly recognize the role of University Faculties/
Colleges of Education in the structure and programmatic
elements of such programmes;

b) allocate adequate financial and other resources to such
institutions to ensure that their potential role may be
fully realized.

4. Further, the Meeting invites the co-operation of Unesco and
other international organizations concerned by:

a) providing substantial support to University Faculties/
Colleges of Education which would enable them to play
their roles effectively in the task of developing and
supporting the programme of population education;

b) taking steps for the training of national leaders in
population from amongst the staff of University Faculties/
Colleges of Education on priority basis.

5.2 Recommendations relating to the inclusion of population education in
universit curricula other than curricula ertainin to ersonnel

training

The Meeting noted that population education is a new, interdisciplinary
field drawing on resources from many fields of study and that academic
structures vary from university to university. At the same time the curri-
culum context of the population education programme should reflect the
national education and development goals of each country and, in addition,
the experiences of students which may bear on population Issues. For these
reasons University Faculties/Colleges of Education are seen as catalysts to
encourage co- operation between institutions as vell as taking a leadership
role in stimulating other institutions.

Therefore, the Meeting, considering the possibility of including
population education as a field of study in an appropriate form in university
curricula as part of the general education curriculum for all college
students, and as an element in specialized fields of study, for example,
economics, engineering, history, political science as well as medicine,

social work, etc.

Recommends that University Faculties/Colleges of Education:

1. Design, develop, try out and evaluate various curricular
approaches to population education at the university level;
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2. Utilize team approaches as much as possible involving the
services of specialists in various fields such as curriculum
development, media, mathematics, education, etc.;

3. Initiate training programmes for university lecturers in
population education;

4. Encourage inter-university and interdisciplinary co-operation.

Invites the co-operation of Unesco and other international organi-zations by:

1. Making available detailed information on university-based
population education programmes in the region;

2. Sponsoring regional training programmes and regional projects
in population education at university level;

3. Promoting communication network among University Faculties/
Colleges of Education involved in population education
programmes.

5.3 Recommendations applicable to the role of University Faculties/
Colleges of Education in undertaking research and studies

The Meeting stressed the need to develop a multidisciplinary knowledgebase for population education. It was also emphasized that educational
processes are needed that involve significantly different methods and
materials than those presently available. Further, in order to conserve
financial resources and recognize the scarcity of personnel resources inthe area of population education, priorities need be assigned to various
research problems.

The Meeting recommends that University Faculties/Colleges of Educationshould respond to the following needs in relation to research:

1. There is a need for research in the field of population
education:

a) where possible, people from many sectors of society,
including students, teachers and administrators
should be involved in the formulation of population
education research programmes;

b) research topics and strategies should be in line
with the government's overall development plan.

2. There is a need to give recognition to the value of population
education research so that University Faculties are encouraged
and financially supported to conduct such research.
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3. There is a need for basic research on school and non-school
population learning dealing with topics such as:

a) the process by which concepts and attitudes related to
population are formed e.g., faragy size disposition,
urban-rural living preferences, male-female role
perceptions;

b) social and cultural factors in society that produce
changes and resistance to changes affecting population
related behaviour;

c) a description of the population attitudes and beliefs
held by different segments of the population.

14. There is a need for applied research and evaluation relating
to population education programmes. Suggested topics for

study include:

a) determination of relative effectiveness of alternative
population education strategies and teaching methoaologies;

b) determination of a1ternative means available for the
implementation of successful strategies;

c) determination of administrative structures necessary
for supporting widescale implementation of successful
strategies for population education;

d) comparisons of the relative efficacy of different
strategies for spreading population education programmes
in a country.

5. There exists a need for a clearing house or an inventory
at the national level compiling basic and applied research
on population studies in association with a regional population

education unit such as that at Unesco.

Further, the Meeting invites the co-operation of Unesco and other

international organizations in:

1. Helping in planning and structuring basic research that will
be usefUl for the development of population education;

2. Promoting the exchange of information about relevant research
in Asia and around the world;

3. Fostering the growth of new libraries and population education
information centres in Asia.
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5.4 Recommendations applicable to the role of University Faculties/
Colleges of Education in pre-service and in- servicejersonnel training

The Meeting recognized the interdisciplinary content of programmes
for training educational personnel and the consequent need for a team approach
in such programmes. The Meeting also underlined a variety of training
activities that need to be developed for the proper implementation of
population education programmes.

The Meeting recommends that the University Faculties/Colleges of
Education:

1. Recognize population education as an interdisciplinary subject
and to undertake inquiries and research in this field in
general and particularly with regard to the development of
training activities;

2. Prepare curricula and teaching-training materials, to undertake
orientation and training courses in the University Faculties/
Colleges of Education as well as outside as part of the
extension services programme;

3. Establish and/or assist in the development of appropriate
programmes at different levels for teachers, teacher educators,
administrators, specialists and other personnel for population
education, which may include short in-service orientation as
well as training courses and longer courses for general and
specific purposes or needs, leading to the award of certificates,
diplomas or degrees;

I. Extend its professional services, where needed, in the esta-
blishment and development of orientation and training courses,
as individual staff members or institutionally as part of an
extension services programme.

Further, the Meeting invites the co-operation of Unesco and other
international agencies. by:

1. Supporting, on request, the organization of a series of workshops
for University Faculties/Colleges of Education personnel to
develop leadership in population education at the national and
regional level; .

2. Providing, on request, advisory services in the development of
various aspects of training programmes for population educators.
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5.5 Recommendations applicable to the role of University Faculties/
Colleges. of Education in out-of-school programmes ..

In addition to the needs of adults, the large number of children and
youth outside educational institutions in many Asian countries is a measure
of the necessity to develop out-r.7 Ichool population awareness programmes.
The Meeting recognized the urgent need to develop appropriate plans and
programmes for both youth and adults. The Meeting also took account of the
fact 'hat out-of-school educational activities are carried out in many
different Government Ministries and agencies and, at the same time, noted
the role that the universities can play in providing a common purpose to
these activities.

Regarding out-of-school activities, the Meeting recommends to Member
States to encourage University Faculties/Colleges of Education to:

1. Explore, within the context of their organizational setting,
ail possible roles that they may play, appropriate to the
competence of its personnel, in supporting other agencies
engages in out-of-school population education programmes;

2. Encourage and support the participation of their student
bodies in various government and non-government development
projects involving population education;

3. initiate pilot schemes to develop and try out strategies
and models based on empirical research that may be
useful to the government and other agencies in carrying
out nationwide programmes in population education;

4. Conduct training programmes for community leaders and other
key persons involved in population education programmes;

5. Contribute their advisory services on population education
through the use of the mass media to reach the out-of-school
youth and adult population;

6. Assist the government and agencies in planning suitable policies
and programmes of non-formal educatinn in population issues;

Collect relevant data about out-of-school population for the
purposes of planning and formulating realistic programmes
and approaches to population education.

Further, the Meeting invites the co-operation of Unesco and other
international organizations concerned by:

1. Sponsoring national and regional conferences and workshops on
non-formal education with emphasis on population education;

2. Supporting, on request, researches concerning population
education for the out-of-school children and youth as well
as adults in the Member States.

:)
d
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ANNEX I

Opening Address by Mr. J.E. Jayasuriya
Regional Adviser on Population Education

Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia

Ladies and Gentlemen,

In the absence of the Director, it is my privilege to extend to you
a very cordial welcome, on behalf ,q Unesco and its Regional Office. We are
greatly heartened by the encouraging response from Member States to our
invitation tothis Meeting. They have unhesitatingly nominated highly
distinguished educators to be here this week, and to share with one another
and with us their wisdom and experience. We also extended an invitation to
four distinguished educators from outside the Asian region to attend this
Meeting at their own expense, and we are glad to have two of them here today,
with an assurance from a third that be would join us in a couple of days.

The introduction of population education into the curricula of
educational institutions and into programmes of education for out-of-school
youth and adults is gaining increasing attention as one of the possible
responses of the educational system to the ladely recognised need to promote
among children, youth and adults an understanding of the impact of fertility
behaviour and other population factors upon personal and national development.
The Regional Office has been able to'assist.several Member States to embark on
programmes of population education, with funds provided by the United Nations
Fund for Population Activities ( UNFPA). Apart from UNFPA funded projects,
there are other projects going on in Member States with their own funds or
with funds obtained from external sources.

As the concept of population education is new, recourse cannot be had
to a clearly defined body of knowledge on which curriculum content may be based.

-The content has tr be drawn Selectively from a number of fields such as .

demography, sociology, anthropology, psychology, physical and birlogical
science, medical science and ecliomics, and hence the approach to curriculum
design and instructional materials preparation 1,Is essentially to be of an
interdisciplinary nature. Universities; by virtue of te resources at their
command, appear to be particularly suited to assist in the development of an
interdisciplinary field of study. Within universities, too, taking into
account'the nature and needs of population edUcation, Faculties or Colleges
of Education appear to be in the most advantageous position to play a co-
ordinating role in the'pramotion of population education.

There are, first of all, essential research needs, if population
education is to develop on a scientific tasis. While the inter-relationships
between fertility behaviour and population factors cn the one hand and facets
of personal and natianal develOpkent (such as health and nutritional status,
quantity and quality of education, employment and economic well-being) on the
other hand can be discussed in theoretical terms, it is only through survey
and research studies that the nature of these relationships can be concretely
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perceived in the context of each country. There are no doubt some macro-level
studies and a handful of micro-level studies, but they are limited in coverage.
Important lacunae exist which need to be filled, and universities are in an
advantageous position to undertake such studies. A significant area of research
that has been barely touched is that of attitude and value formation, and of
decision making in regard to family size and related behaviour.

While the knowledge base for population education is being systematically
built up, it is necessary to go on at the same time with the design and deve-
lopment of curriculum and instructional materials. In this connection, the
ascertainment of the knowledge and understanding prospective learners already
have of population related matters is an essential undertaking. The grade
placement of population concepts and topics also becomes important, and research
is needed for this purpose. Whether population education is most effectively
introduced through a special subject or course designated as such, or through
.specially designed units in the usual subject areas, or through an integration
of new material with the content of the usual subject areas is another issue
for research. Whether a straightforward presentation by the teacher cr an
inquiry approach on the part of the learner or any other teaching strategy is
the most effective is also a matter for investigation.

From the point of view of an immediate influence on reproductive
behaviour, the target group that is most crucial for a programme of population
education consists of out-of-school youth and adults, who are on the threshold,
or in the midst, of their reproductive behaviour. They are a most elusive
group to reach, especlAlly through the formal educational system, and because
of this difficulty there is a tendency to ignore them in drawing up population
education programmes. It would be a challenging task for universities to pay
attention to this important but neglected target group and work out mechanisms
for reaching them.

The inclusion of population education in the curriculum ft non-
professional courses in institutions at the tertiary level has its justification
firstly in the importance of making such curricula relevant to contempnrary
social needs, and secondly in the possible role that the graduates of the
institutions could play in the national life of each country. As far as
professional courses are concerned, the quantum of the population content that
should enter into them would depend on the extent to which such content would
be useful in discharging with adequate insight the professional roles for which
the students are being prepared. In this context, it is clear that University
Faculties/Colleges of Education haye to play a key role in providing pre-
service and in-service training for those who are to take leadership in
population education programmes as curriculum and instructional materials
writers, teacher educators) teachers, and researchers.

Finally, it has to be recognised that, even in countries in which
population education programmes are in operation, no systematic attempt has
been made as yet to work out appropriate techniques for evaluating the
programmes. This is an activity well within the special competence of University
Faculties/Colleges of Education, and it is hoped that they would pay serious
attention to the needs in this field.



You will no doubt give thought to these and other relevant issues inyour deliberations this week. Both Unesco and the Member States have high
expectations regarding the outcomes of this Meeting, and I hope that the
recommendations which come out will contribute to strengthening population
education activities on a firm basis, characterised by scholarship and
operational efficiency.
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ANNEX II

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Countries Participants,

Bangladesh Dr. M. Selim
Director, Institute of Education and Research
Dacca University, Dacca 2

India

Indonesia

Dr. M.B. Buch
Head, Centre of Advanced Study in Education
Faculty of Education and Psychology
Rarcda 2) Gujarat

Dr. John W. Kandou
Director, National Population Education Project
Directorate Jendral Pendidikan
Jalan R.S. Fatmawati
Kebayoran Baru, Kotak Pos. 3083
Jakarta

Japan Prof. Ryutaro Asakura
Professor, Faculty of Education
Utsunomiya University
350 Mine-machi, Utsonamiya
Tochigi Prefecture

Korea, Republic of Prof. Ki Hyoung Oh
Professor, Department of Education
College of Liberal Arts
Director, Institute of Education and Research
Yonsei University
Seoul

Malaysia Dr. Fatimah Hamid-Don
Faculty of Education
University of Malaya
Kuala Lumpur

Philippines

Sri Lanka

Dr. Paz G. Ramos
Dean, College of Education
University of the Philippines

Quezon City

Dr. Ranjit Ruberu
Dean, Faculty of Education
University of Sri Lanka
Thurstan Road, Colombo 3



Thailand

Observers
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Dr. Prachoomsuk Achava-Amrung
Dean, Faculty of Education
Chulalongkorn University
Bangkok

Dr. Seela Chayaniyayodhin
Head, Elementary Education Section
Education Department
The College of Education "Prasarnmitr"
Bangkok

Dr. Yuphr. Udnmsakdi
Director, Population Education Project
Acting Deputy Dean
Faculty of Social Sciences and Humanities
Mahidol University
Bangkok,

U.S.A. Di. Jerry Brown
Director, Populatien Education Project
Assistant Professor of Education
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

11111111=m

Dr. David Kline
Lecturer and Research Associate
Center for Studies in Education & Development
Graduate Schmol of Education
Harvard University
Cambridge, Mass. 0218

Dr. Marian Siallegan
Assistant Professor
Faculty of Education and Public Health
University of North Carolina
North Carolina

Prof. Sloan R. Wayland
Professor of Sociology and Education
Teachers College
Colombia University
New York, N.Y. 10027



Unesco Secretariat
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Mr. Raja Roy Singh
Director
Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia
Bangkok, Thailand

Mr. J.E. Jayasuriya
Regional Adviser on Population Education
Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia
Bangkok

Mr. H.K. Paik

Specialist in Teacher Training in Population
Education

Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia
Bangkok

Mr. W.A. Simpson
Publications Officer
Unesco Regional.Office for Education in Asia
Bangkok' : .

Mr. K. Kurimoto

Administrative Officer
Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia
Bangkok

Miss S:V. Rao
Programme Assistant
Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia
Bangkok

Miss Kathleen Shordt
Programme Assistant

Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia
Bangkok



Monday, 7 January 1974

0900 - 0915 hours

0915 - 0930 hours

0930 - 1000 hours

1100 - 1200 hours.

1330 - 1400 hours

1400 - 1630 hours

Tuesday, 8 January 1974

0830 - 1200 hours

1330 - 1400 hours

1400 - 1500 hours

1515 - 1630 hours

Wednesday, 9 January 1974

0830 - 1015 hours

1030 - 1200 hours
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ANNEI III

WORK SCHEDULE

Inaugural

Election of Officers of the Meeting

Adoption of Agenda and Work Schedule

Topic 1: Nature and status of population
education programmes. Presentation of
country statements based on Working Papers
coded UNESCO /POP. ED. /2

Meeting of the Steering Committee

Topic 1 (continued)

Topic 2: The role ofUiliversity Faculties/
Colleges of Education in the inclusion of
population education at the school level

Mscussion leader : Dr. Paz O. Ramos

Meeting of the Steering Committee

Topic 2 (continued)

Topic 3: The role of University...Faculties/

Colleges of Education in the inclusion of
population education in university curricula,
for non - professional courses as well as for
professional courses other than teacher
education

Discussion leade: : Dr. Yupha Udomsakdi

Isoc 3 (continued)

Topic 4: The role of University Faculties/
Colleges of Education in undertaking basic
researches and studies with references to:
(a) the knowledge base for population
education; (b) the placement of concepts/
topics at different grade levels; and (c)
alternative strategies for introducing
population education

Discussion leader : Dr. Jerry Brown



1330 - 1400 hours : Meeting.of the Steering Committee

1400 - 1630 hours : Topic 4 (continued)

Thursday, 10 Januar" 1974

0830 - 1200'hours Topic 5: The role of University Faculties/
Colleges of Education in undertaking pre-
service and in-service courses for the
preparation of teachers for population
education

Discussibn.leader : Dr. John W. Kandou

1330 - 1400 hours : Meeting of the Steering Committee

1400 - 1630 hours : Topic 6: The role of University Faculties/
Colleges of Education in out-of-school
programmes in population education

Discussion leader : Dr. M. Selim

Friday, 11 January 19711

0830 - 1015 hours : Topic-7:.(a) The formulation of guidelines
for strengthening and promoting the above
activities

1030 - 1200 hours : Topic 7: (b) Recommendations for suggested
follow-up to the Meeting

Saturday, 12 January 1974

0830 - 0900 hours ; Meeting of the Steering Committee

0900 - 1200 hours : Topic 8: Discussion end adoption cg the
Final Report of the Meeting



ANNEX IV

LIST OF DOCUMENTS

Working Papers

UNESCO /POP. ED. /2 - "Preparing Teachers for Population Education"
by M.B. Bach (India)

UNESCO/POP.ED./2 - "Population Education Programme at the Elanentary
and Lower Secondary School Level in Japan"
by R. Asakura (Japan)

UNESCO/POP.ED./2 - "Population Education in Korea"
by KJ Hyoung Oh (Korea)

UNESCO /POP. ED. /2 "Population Education - A Malaysian Report"
by Fatimah Hamid-Don (Malaysia)

UNESCO /POP. ED. /2 - "Population Education in the Philippines"
by Paz G. Ramos (Philippines)

UNESCO/POP.ED./2 - "Population Education in Sri Lanka"
by R. Ruberu (Sri Lanka)

UNESCO/POP:ED./2 - "Population Education in Thailand"
by Yupha Udomsakdi (Thailand)

UNESCO/POP.ED./3 - "Suggestions on Points for Discussion and a
Paper Entitled: Population Planning and Teacher
Education"
by N.A. Baloch

UNESCO/POP.ED./4 "Role of University Faculties/Colleges of Education
in Undertaking Researches and Studies with
Reference to Population Education"
by Jerry Brown
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